Party Amarillo, LLC
Bingo

The Customer will need to provide:

1. 1 table for the Bingo caller and game.
2. A Bingo caller and an assistant to help verify Bingo and award prizes.
3. Chairs for the guests to sit in to play Bingo. Tables are optional for the Bingo players, but are
desirable for the guests to use as a place for their Bingo cards and refreshments.
4. Prizes for the Bingo winners. Usually 10 prizes per hour are appropriate; however the caller can
adjust the games to the time and prizes allowed.
5. A microphone or PA system may be needed for the caller to be clearly heard by the players.

How to play bingo:
1. Each player will receive 1-3 Bingo cards. It is best not to allow too many cards for each player so the
game will move along quickly.
2. The caller will call out a number and the players will cover the number on the sliding cards.
3. When a player has a “bingo”, they must yell out BINGO loudly so the caller will hear them.
4. The caller or assistant will verify that the winner has a legitimate bingo and award a prize.
5. If two people Bingo at a time, the caller can either award 2 prizes or can have a play off to see who
has the next number called.

Variations of bingo games:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Straight Bingo- This can be straight across or a diagonal.
‘X” Bingo- The players must cover an “X” on their card.
Blackout- The players must cover all the numbers on their card.
4 corners- The players must cover all 4 numbers in the corners or their card. The caller will only call
numbers that start with B or O.
5. Texas T- The players must cover the top row and down the middle to form a “T”.
6. Odd or Even- The caller tells the players to cover all the odd numbers on their card. Then the caller
will only call out even numbers until someone has a blackout (covered all the numbers)

Please return all equipment in the container provided. Check that all the Bingo
balls are present.

